Abstract
Principal findings:
We propose a simple random function system as a model 23 approach of the adaption and self-organization of the microbiome space when fostering the 24 optimal functioning of the system. The construction of this model is based on key facts of 25 microbiota functioning reported in recent studies. We aim to demonstrate the existence of a 26 probability distribution as a microbiome attractor resulting from an intermittent adaption 27 process. Its mathematical structural properties explain the stability of gut microbiota and its 28 ability for restoration after occasional perturbations. The model is consistent with 29 microbiome clustering results and provides precise mathematical meaning to the gradient 30 among enterotypes previously reported. The model also explains how intermittent 31 perturbations, such as long-term dietary patterns, might affect the microbiome structure, and 32 these results are consistent with previously reported experimental results. 33
Introduction

41
The human gut houses billions of microbes and composes the most densely populated 42 microbial ecosystem in the human body, encompassing greater than 1000 species. Microbial 43 community composition changes rapidly in early childhood. The microbial community is 44 fully developed by the age of approximately 3 years, and healthy adults appear to have a 45 unique and relatively stable gut microbiota. By analyzing the 16S ribosomal RNA-encoding 46 gene, metagenomics studies have reported a great deal of information on phylogenetic 47 composition, bacterial functions and ecological dynamics in gut microbiota. Several studies 48 support the hypothesis that although gut microbiota varies widely among individuals at the 49 phylogenetic level, metabolic genes and pathways are conserved, accounting for a "core 50 microbiome" [1] . In 2011, a clustering analysis of metagenomics fecal samples of individuals 51 from six different nationalities [2] led to the identification of three robust clusters or 52 "enterotypes" that do not seem to correlate with nationality, gender or age. Each enterotype 53 was characterized by variation in the levels of three respective genera ("drivers") whose 54 abundances are negatively correlated. Enterotype 1 is dominated by the genus Bacteroides, 55 enterotype 2 is dominated by Prevotella and enterotype 3 by Ruminococcus. Additionally, the 56 drivers are the hubs of three concurrent ecological networks, indicating different 57 combinations of microbial trophic chains that generate energy from fermentable substrates 58 are available in the colon [2] . 59
Later studies recovered the three enterotypes [3-6], whereas others found that the 60 human gut microbiome could be separated into a different number of optimal clusters [7] , 61 which has generated an intense debate among the scientific community. Different authors 62 noticed the weak separation between clusters and proposed a gradient-based interpretation, 63
Unifrac-weighted, Bray-Curtis, and Euclidean) [22] A2: These functions act in an intermittent manner as they are driven randomly by the 119 request of optimal functioning of the system. A probability distribution  on  controls the 120 intermittent regime required to optimize system function. This distribution is supposedly 121 determined by the host and environment conditions. 122
From gene pathways to gene abundance probability distribution The relevance to our model is derived from the fact that the adaptation is expected to be done 139 by reducing the distance of gene configurations to those of metabolic genes. Thus, in 140 mathematical terms, the functions in A1 should be contractive (statistically). As a 141
consequence, under the frame of this model, the gut microbiome appears as a well-defined 142 structure whenever the random function system and the probability distribution  are given 143 by the host and the environmental conditions. 144
As an example, the reader may think that the chain is defined by affine random 145 Next, an operator X is defined as a type of "adaption operator" acting on the 179 microbiome phase state X and is defined as follows: 180 Hausdorff metric) to a configuration attractor A , which verifies the self-similarity property: 184
The proof of this result is provided by Hutchinson [24] . 186
Moreover, the attractor A is the support of the probability distribution  whose The attractor is the so-called Sierpinsky attractor (Fig 1) , which we shall use as 204 schematic example in the Discussion section. Fractal type structures produced by iteration schemes of the type used in our adaptive 271 modeling, can also be inferred via the maximum entropy principle, which are systems 272 characterized with a constant average generating information [30] . In fact, in our case, the 273 Information Entropy of the probability distribution measure is computed at the scale level 274 ) (A n i  , which constantly exhibits self-similarity entropy. The stability of natural fractal 275 structures would then be ensured by the variation principle from which they were derived, 276 and fractality would be a trend resulting from an economical method of achieving stability 277
[30]. According to this observation, it is interesting to note that it would mean that discrete 278 enterotypes would not guarantee the stability that healthy gut microbiota exhibit; stability 279 14 requires a certain level of complexity (see [20] and references there in). Another reason for 280 this intrinsic robustness is that the probability distribution model thrives on randomness. A 281 certain amount of random perturbations are included in the growing process, facilitating the 282 formation of the stable structure rather than hindering it. Finally, as indicated in section 2.3, 283
Theorem 2 supports the resilience property in a mathematically based manner. Although this 284
property has been used as a "stylized fact" or invoked on the basis of unclear arguments, here 285 appears as a theoretical result within the frame of the model. properties. This is a common problem in hierarchically arranged multicomponent systems, 303
i.e., soil, where the distribution of millions of particle sizes definitely influences its functional 304 properties and the life developed within it. Although the soil scenario might seem different 305 from the gut microbiota system, both systems share surprising coincidences with respect to 306 taxonomy jobs. Interestingly, the characterization of soil texture has traditionally been made 307 by reporting the mass percentages of only three size fractions (clay, silt and sand) despite 308
being formed by such a complex mix of millions of particle sizes [34] . Depending on these 309 percentages, soils have been classified in "textural classes" in a surprisingly similar manner 310
given that a number of different ecotypes have been reported in microbiome studies [35] . 311
Functional properties, such as soil water content or bulk density, exhibit a surprisingly 312 excellent correlation with the IE simply computed using three fraction contents [36, 37] . One 313 possible reason for such a correlation would be that those functions depend on packing 314 arrangement of particles. In gut microbiota, the correlation is derived by the fact that H might 315 indicate a type of "packing network arrangement". One may wonder whether a similar job 316 might be performed in microbiota, which would require a significant amount of data 317 collection similar to that noted for soil. 318
Finally, the simulating power of mathematical models constructed with these and new 319 ingredients might represent a promising avenue to explore. 320
Conclusions
321
The adaption of microbiome configuration to promote primary metabolic functional 322 networks is modeled by means of a random function system that operates in an intermittent 323 (random) manner on the microbiome configuration space. The gradient adaption to optimal 324 functional states suggests that the functions should have a contractive action "by average". 325
The model demonstrates how the intermittent random action generates well-defined 326 hierarchical complex probability distributions in the microbiome configuration space. The 327 model helps to interpret the term "enterogradient" used in the literature as opposed to 328 "discrete enterotypes". The model also helps to understand gut microbiota as a complex 329 system, thus providing a theoretical explanation of its resilience and stability and the possible 330 influence of long-term dietary patterns in microbiome configuration. 331
The model suggests future research in several directions, including the identification 332 of particular function systems to model target clusters. In addition, this information could be 333 used for simulation purposes or as entropy parameters in microbiome characterization and 334 correlations with functional properties. 335
